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Abstract
We present a novel spatiotemporal-adaptive Multiscale Finite Volume (MsFV) method, which is based on
the natural idea that the global coarse-scale problem has longer characteristic time than the local ﬁne-scale
problems. As a consequence, the global problem can be solved with larger time steps than the local problems.
In contrast to the pressure-transport splitting usually employed in the standard MsFV approach, we propose
to start directly with a local-global splitting that allows to locally retain the original degree of coupling. This
is crucial for highly non-linear systems or in the presence of physical instabilities. To obtain an accurate and
eﬃcient algorithm, we devise new adaptive criteria for global update that are based on changes of coarse-
scale quantities rather than on ﬁne-scale quantities, as it is routinely done before in the adaptive MsFV
method. By means of a complexity analysis we show that the adaptive approach gives a noticeable speed-up
with respect to the standard MsFV algorithm. In particular, it is eﬃcient in case of large upscaling factors,
which is important for multiphysics problems. Based on the observation that local time stepping acts as
a smoother, we devise a self-correcting algorithm which incorporates the information from previous times
to improve the quality of the multiscale approximation. We present results of multiphase ﬂow simulations
both for Darcy-scale and multiphysics (hybrid) problems, in which a local pore-scale description is combined
with a global Darcy-like description. The novel spatiotemporal-adaptive multiscale method based on the
local-global splitting is not limited to porous media ﬂow problems, but it can be extended to any system
described by a set of conservation equations.
Keywords: multiscale methods, spatiotemporal adaptivity, local-global splitting, multiphysics
1. Introduction
Multiphase ﬂow and transport in porous media are characterized by multiple spatiotemporal scales, that
span several orders of magnitude. Spatial scales, for instance, range from pore size (fractions of a millimeter
or less) to ﬁeld or regional scale (tens of kilometers or more) [1, 2]. In general, such a disparity of scales
suggests that a macroscopic description can be obtained without resolving the microscopic details. In5
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geological porous media, however, the macroscopic and microscopic scales are coupled by the presence of
long-correlation pathways that originate either from a heterogeneity of the formation or as a result of non-
linear processes (e.g., multiphase ﬂow and reactive transport) that give raise to instabilities and lead to the
emergence of new characteristic lengths. Under these circumstances, it is necessary to resolve the ﬁne-scale
details because they impact the macroscopic description of the system. However, a direct description of the10
smallest relevant scales remains computationally very challenging due to the enormous number of degrees
of freedom required.
Multiscale algorithms has been developed to avoid this computational bottleneck and handle the increas-
ing number of unknowns accurately and eﬃciently. The basic idea of multiscale algorithms is to split the
original problem into a set of local ﬁne-scale sub-problems coupled by a global coarse-scale problem. Local15
problems are solved to provide a numerical closure to the global problem (by means of interpolators which
are local numerical solutions) and to reconstruct the ﬁne-scale details of the solution.
The Multiscale Finite Volume (MsFV) method was proposed originally as a solver for elliptic problems
describing the pressure distribution in an incompressible ﬂuid ﬂowing through a porous medium [3]. Later it
has been extended to deal with physically complex processes such as parabolic problems arising in compress-20
ible multiphase ﬂow [4, 5], gravity currents [6] and density-driven instabilities [7, 8], three-phase ﬂow with
solution gas [9], compositional processes [10], ﬂow in presence of complex wells [11, 12], ﬂow in fractured
porous media [13, 14], elliptic problem in a predictor-corrector method to solve Navier-Stokes equations
[15]. Recently, the MsFV method has been proposed as a general conservation-based framework to couple
multiple scales in multiphysics applications that employ the Navier-Stokes equations at the microscale and25
Darcy’s law at the macroscale [16].
All these problems involve, in addition to a pressure equation, the solution of a transport equation, which
requires the deﬁnition of a velocity ﬁeld. In solving these time-dependent problems, the MsFV method relies
on a pressure-transport splitting. After the equations are split, the variants of original MsFV formulation
are basically applied to the pressure equation (elliptic or parabolic), whereas the transport equation is30
treated separately and diﬀerently in virtue of the dominant role played by advection. This has fostered the
development of strategies that adaptively update the interpolators in case of coupled non-linear problems [17,
18, 19] or adaptively reﬁne the solution in a front region [20, 7, 8]. All these strategies implement the spatial
adaptivity, but the global solution is computed at every time. This is unnecessary because, as a results of the
larger spatial scale, the global problem is also characterized by a longer characteristic time and can be solved35
with larger time steps than the local problems. Motivated by this simple observation we propose a solution
strategy that is adaptive in space and time and employs diﬀerent time steps for global and local problems.
To the best of our knowledge, the diﬀerences in time scales was never considered before in the context of the
MsFV method. Moreover, the local-global formulation increases the ﬂexibility of the algorithm and allows
us to construct a general conservation-based framework which is not limited to elliptic problems but it can40
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Figure 1: Coarse (solid) and dual (dashed) grids. Underlying ﬁne grid not shown here.
be extended to an arbitrary set of balance equations.
The paper is organized as follows. We start with a brief description of the MsFV method using the
operator formulation of the algorithm; then we propose a local-global splitting of the system of equations
showing applications to Darcy ﬂow and to multiphysics algorithms (Section 2). Next, we show the implication
of this local-global splitting that allows spatiotemporal adaptivity and a self-correcting solution scheme45
(Section 3). Then, we present some numerical examples to illustrate the performance of the proposed
strategies (Section 4), and we discuss the results (Section 5).
2. The MsFV method with local-global splitting
The MsFV algorithm is based on an auxiliary ﬁnite-volume discretization at the coarse scale and requires
coarse control volumes, global degrees of freedom, and interpolators. This entails the construction of two50
auxiliary coarse grids (Fig. 1): a primal coarse grid, which deﬁnes the coarse control volumes, Ω¯j ; and a dual
coarse grid, which deﬁnes the subdomains, Ω˜e, on which the interpolators are computed as solutions of a set
of localized numerical problems [3, 6]. The interpolators are used to compute the ﬂuxes across the control
volumes and to construct the problem for the global degrees of freedom, which are associated with the nodes
of the dual grid. Once the global problem is solved, the interpolators may be used to prolongate the coarse55
solution back to the original ﬁne-scale grid.
In general, the MsFV method is employed in problems which require computing a velocity ﬁeld to be used
in a transport equation (e.g., for the problems describing multiphase ﬂow in porous media, see Appendix A
for the governing equations). As the interpolators are computed locally, the solution obtained by their
linear combination is not conservative across the boundaries of dual cells. To avoid balance errors, the60
interpolated solution is not used in the transport equation. Instead, it is employed to calculate the ﬂuxes
across the boundary of the coarse cells; then, these ﬂuxes are assigned as boundary conditions to solve
3
localized problems on coarse cells and obtain an approximate but conservative ﬂux ﬁeld, which is used in
the transport equation without introducing balance errors [4, 6].
Algorithm 1 Standard MsFV algorithm (see [21] for the details)
0. Preprocessing: construct the auxiliary coarse grids (primal and dual)
repeat the time loop
1. Interpolators: construct basis and correction functions (interpolators)
2. Coarse problem: compute the coarse solution
3. Flow B.C.: construct the ﬂux boundary conditions by interpolation
4. Flow solution: solve the local problems to obtain the conservative ﬂuxes
5. Transport B.C.: construct the transport boundary conditions
6. Transport solution: solve the local transport problems
until the end of simulation
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The outline of the standard MsFV algorithm is given in Alg. 1 (we refer the reader to [21] for a compre-65
hensive description of the method). After the auxiliary coarse grids are constructed (step 0), the original
system of equations is ﬁrst split into a pressure equation and a transport equation; then the MsFV is applied
to the pressure system to obtain a conservative ﬂux ﬁeld (steps 1–4); ﬁnally, the transport is solved sepa-
rately (steps 5–6) [17, 18]. Although some procedures have been proposed to better integrate the transport
equation [20, 7], the original system is always ﬁrst split into a pressure and a transport part, which are70
solved sequentially, and then into global and local problems. In the following we give a slightly diﬀerent
presentation of the method and we ﬁrst introduce a local-global splitting, which locally conserves the original
coupling between the equations and naturally leads us to introduce diﬀerent time steps for the local and
global problems. The ﬂowchart of new algorithm is presented in Fig. 2.
2.1. Local problems75
We consider the discrete form of a system of (conservation) equations, i.e.,
Ax = r, (1)
where x is the vector of the unknowns; A is the coeﬃcient matrix, which arises from the discretization of
a linear (or linearized) problem; and r is the right-hand-side vector (this term contains the non-homogeneous
part of the equation, and may include source terms, the eﬀects of the boundary conditions, or the terms
arising from the linearization). In principle, Eqs. 1 may represent any system of conservation equations
4
Figure 2: Flowchart of the multiscale algorithm based on the local-global splitting. First, the auxiliary coarse and dual grids
are constructed (step 0). Then, the interpolators are computed locally in the cells of dual grid (step 1) and the global problem
is constructed (step 2). These two steps form the global part of the algorithm. After the global problem has been solved,
the boundary conditions for the local sub-problems are constructed (step 3) and the full system of equations is solved locally
(step 4) until a global update is required. Notice that xg changes only after step 2, thereby only the last term in equation
for xbc (step 3) is modiﬁed in the local time loop. This term, in particular, contains the values of variables for which global
degrees of freedom are not deﬁned by virtue of the hyperbolic nature of their governing equation.
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(mass, momentum, or energy balance). In Appendix A we present the governing equations of Darcy-scale80
and pore-scale ﬂow trough porous media, which are the applications considered here; but the approach is
general and not limited to these test cases.
The main idea is to spatially decompose Eqs. 1 into a set of local problems deﬁned on subdomains, Ω¯j ,
which are coupled through the boundary conditions. The local sub-problems can be written as
Ax = r + (A −A)xbc, (2)
or in the equivalent residual form as
x = xbc +A
−1
 (r −Axbc), (3)
where xbc is an approximate solution which provides the boundary conditions, and A is the operator that
deﬁnes the set of localized problems on coarse cells and is constructed from the exact ﬁne-scale operator
A by removing the connections across coarse cells (it has a block-diagonal structure if the unknowns are85
appropriately ordered, see [21] for details).
Notice that, in contrast to previous applications of the MsFV method, the local sub-problems retain the
original level of coupling between the equations as the full system of equations is solved locally (step 4 in
Fig. 2). Moreover, diﬀerent physics and/or numerical schemes (e.g. a fully coupled implicit scheme) may be
used for local sub-problems.90
Here, we have simply decomposed the original problem into a set of local sub-problems. In the next
section we describe the construction of the boundary conditions, which couple the sub-problems.
2.2. Global problem and boundary conditions
The boundary conditions assigned to the local problems describe the eﬀects of global quantities. They
are obtained by solving a global problem, which is constructed by projecting the ﬁne-scale problem onto
the coarse grid using a restriction operator χ, which in the MsFV method is the control volume summation
operator that sums up all ﬁne-scale values corresponding to the same coarse cell (this procedure guarantees
coarse-scale conservation). The resulting global problem is
χAxbc = χr, (4)
and its solution is assumed to have the following form
xbc = Bxg + Cr, (5)
where the columns of the basis-function operator, B, contain the interpolators and provide a numerical
closure to the global problem. The correction function operator, C, accounts for the local eﬀects of the95
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right-hand side, r, [6, 21]. Both operators are calculated on staggered supports deﬁned by the dual cells,
Ω˜e, (step 1 in Fig. 2).
Substituting this decomposition, Eq. 5, back into Eq. 4, we obtain the global problem
(χAB)xg = χ(I −AC)r, (6)
which can be solved for the global degrees of freedom, xg, (step 2 in Fig. 2). After the global solution has
been computed, the boundary conditions for local problems are obtained by interpolation using again Eq. 5
(step 3 in Fig. 2).100
In principle, global degrees of freedom could be deﬁned for all variables and the interpolators could be
solutions of the full systems of equations with the original level of coupling. In practice, however, we can
choose the interpolators and the variables for which we need to deﬁne global degrees of freedom based on
the nature of the corresponding equation: elliptic and parabolic equations would require the deﬁnition of
a global problem because of long-scale interaction, whereas hyperbolic equations might be eﬃciently solved105
without deﬁning a corresponding global problem since the interaction is local.
In the following, we focus on multiphase ﬂow problems for which the unknown vector is x = [ p u s ]T
(p is the pressure, u the (total) velocity, and s the phase indicator) and we consider two cases: a Darcy-scale
ﬂow problem, which represents a classic MsFV application, and a pore-scale problem, in which a selective
choice of the global degrees of freedom leads to a multiphysics algorithm that solves Navier-Stokes equations110
with interfaces in pores, but uses a Darcy-like description for the global problem at the coarse scale. For
both cases, the full set of governing equations is presented in Appendix A; and in the following we focus on
the form of the discretized system. Notice that in the Darcy-scale problem the interpolators are solutions of
a single equation for pressure; whereas in the pore-scale problem they are solutions of a system of equations
for u and p [16].115
2.3. Darcy-scale multiphase ﬂow
We consider the ﬂow of two incompressible phases in a rigid porous medium. (The governing equations
are presented in Appendix A.1.) We write the system in Eqs. 1 in the form
Ax =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
GTD 0 0
−D 1 0
0 A T
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
p
u
s
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
rp
ru
rs
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ = r, (7)
where D = −ΛG is the Darcy operator that maps the pressure ﬁeld into the velocity ﬁeld, Λ is a diagonal
matrix containing the values of the total mobility at the ﬁne-cell interfaces; G is the gradient operator and
its transposed, GT , is the divergence operator; A and T are two operators related to the transport equation:
the former represents the dependence of the advection term on the velocity.120
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In Eq. 7, the ﬁrst row represents the elliptic equation (A.3) which is solved for the pressure (p =
(GTD)−1rp); the second row is Darcy’s law (A.2), which allows computing the velocity from the pressure
ﬁeld (u = Dp+ ru = D(GTD)−1rp + ru); and the third row is the hyperbolic transport problem (A.4) (here,
for simplicity, capillary pressure is neglected).
Based on the diﬀerent nature of pressure and saturation equations, we deﬁne the approximate solution (5)
used to compute the boundary conditions as
xbc =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
pbc
ubc
sbc
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
Bp
Bu
0
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ pg + Cr, (8)
where we have assumed that the global pressures, pg, deﬁned at the centers of the coarse cells (which125
are the nodes of the dual grid) are the only global degrees of freedom. According to Darcy’s law, the
relationship Bu = DBp holds between velocity and pressure basis functions (Bu and Bp, respectively), which
are therefore not independent. Since the saturation equation is hyperbolic, the boundary conditions for the
localized saturation problems, sbc, are not computed by means of interpolators (Bs = 0) but they are simply
taken from the saturation ﬁeld at previous time or iteration (depending on the coupling scheme employed130
for the saturation equation) and constructed by applying the correction-function operator to the right-hand
side.
The pressure basis functions are constructed as extensions of bilinear interpolators and represent the
eﬀects of a unit pressure at the nodes of the dual grid on the coarse cell balances (see, e.g., [21] for the
details about the basis function operator). The global pressure is solution of
(χpAB)pg = χp(I −AC)r, (9)
where we have added a subscript to the summation operator, χp, to indicate that only a global equation for
the pressure is constructed (with abuse of notation on the use of the summation operator we can write the
global operator as (χpGTBu) = (χpGTDBp)). Once the global problem (9) is solved, the boundary conditions135
for the full system of equations can be constructed from Eq. 8 and used to solve Eqs. 2 locally. Mass
conservation is guaranteed by the use of a conservative total-ﬂux ﬁeld, which results from the consistency
between global and local ﬂuxes; whereas updating the saturation at every time or iteration step ensures
a correct phase transport across subdomain boundaries, with a saturation that remains bounded between 0
and 1.140
2.4. Multiphysics algorithm: Darcy- and pore-scale descriptions
In addition to the classic application of the MsFV method to Darcy-scale ﬂow, we consider the pore-
scale description of multiphase ﬂow. In this case, the Navier-Stokes equations have to be solved in the pore
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geometry to compute the velocity ﬁeld. To track the evolution of the ﬂuid-ﬂuid interface we use the Volume
Of Fluid method (VOF), which is based on a whole domain formulation of the problem [22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27].145
(The governing equations are presented in Appendix A.2.)
In this case, the system in Eqs. 1 can be represented in the form
Ax =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 GT 0
−G N 0
0 A T
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
p
u
s
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
rp
ru
rs
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ = r, (10)
where the ﬁrst row represents the divergence-free condition (A.7) on the velocity, which is derived from
the total mass balance for two incompressible phases (rp contains the global boundary conditions); the
second row contains the Navier-Stokes equations (A.8) for momentum balance (N represents the operator
acting on the velocity and ru includes the eﬀects of the surface forces); and the third row is the advection150
equation (A.9) for the ﬂuid indicator.
The MsFV method can be applied to this system of equations to obtain a multiphysics algorithm that
couples a ﬁne-scale description based on the Navier-Stokes equations with a Darcy-like description of the
ﬂow at the global scale. This can be done simply by assuming that the global pressures are the only
relevant degrees of freedom at the global scale [16]. Therefore, the approximate solution used to compute155
the boundary conditions is again Eq. 8, but now pressure and velocity interpolators are no longer related
through Darcy’s law (Bu = DBp) and are computed by simultaneous solutions of pressure and velocity
equations for each degrees of freedom (see [16] for a comprehensive description of basis and correction
functions). The global-pressure problem is again given by Eq. 9. The elements of the global-scale operator
(which, again with abuse of notation on the use of the summation operator, we can write as (χpGTBu)) can160
be interpreted as an extension of Darcy-scale total mobility in the sense that they do not simply depend on
the average saturation, but on the actual spatial distribution of the two ﬂuids [16].
Once the global pressure problem is computed, the full system of pore-scale equations is solved locally
on coarse cells, Ω¯j , with boundary conditions obtained from Eq. 8 (again, the boundary conditions for s are
taken from the ﬂuid indicator ﬁeld at the previous time). Mass conservation is ensured by the consistency165
between the integral pore-scale ﬂuxes across the boundary, ∂Ω¯j , and the corresponding Darcy-scale ﬂuxes;
whereas the solvability of the local momentum-balance equations (for which no global balance is imposed)
is guaranteed by the fact that the drag exerted by the solid obstacles acts as a momentum sink.
3. Spatiotemporal adaptivity and self-correcting solution
Splitting the original problem into the set of local sub-problems Eqs. 2 coupled together by the global170
problem Eq. 6 makes the algorithm more ﬂexible and opens new possibilities in terms of spatiotemporal
adaptivity because two temporal scales (global and local) are naturally inherited from the two spatial scales.
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As the local problems retain the original degree of coupling, the full system of equations can be solved locally
with smaller time steps, Δtl, than the time step used to solve the global problem, ΔTg. This means that
global solution, xg, and corresponding part of local boundary conditions (see Eq. 5 for xbc) are updated only175
every G = ΔTg/Δtl ≥ 1 local time steps, and this value can be chosen adaptively. In addition to reducing
the computational costs, the tighter coupling, achieved by locally solving the full system of equations, may
improve the accuracy and the stability of the MsFV approach, which, based on our experience, is usually
less stable than the original ﬁne-scale problem. In the following, we propose several adaptivity criteria
to selectively solve the global problem and we discuss the complexity of the method. Also, we show that180
spatiotemporal adaptivity allows constructing a self-correcting algorithm which improves the accuracy of
the solution by incorporating information from previous times.
3.1. Adaptive criteria for local-global time stepping
In the MsFV framework, standard adaptive strategies are based on total-mobility variation in ﬁne
cells [17, 18, 19, 20]. This is justiﬁed when the ratio between the characteristic ﬁne cell size, hf , and185
the coarse cell size, Hc, is of order one,  = hf/Hc  1, and local changes signiﬁcantly inﬂuence the global
degrees of freedom. However, if   1, the global eﬀects of changes in ﬁne cells might be negligible and
global update criteria should be based on coarse-scale quantities.
An extension of the mobility-based criterion to the coarse scale is not computationally eﬃcient because it
requires an update of the basis function operator, which contains the coarse-scale transmissibilities. Here, we190
propose two criteria that aim at an indirect estimate of coarse-scale mobility changes: a Courant-Friedrichs-
Levy (CFL) criterion and a pressure-gradient criterion.
CFL criterion
The CFL criterion is based on the assumption that the global solution is aﬀected only by local saturation
changes over lengths larger than a characteristic value, , which is hf   ∼ Hc. The deﬁnition of the
threshold length  naturally leads to a Courant-Friedrichs-Levy (CFL) condition
UcΔTg
Hc
≤ Cc = 
Hc
≈ δCFL · Cf , (11)
where Uc is the coarse velocity, and δCFL is a parameter relating the coarse-scale CFL number, Cc, to the
ﬁne-scale CFL number, Cf . δCFL can be treated as a free parameter which determines the accuracy and the195
eﬃciency of the solution for advection-dominated processes: larger values favor eﬃciency, whereas smaller
values produce more accurate solutions.
Assuming that the characteristic velocity is scale-independent as in [28] leads to the following relationship
between global and local time steps
ΔTg = δCFLΔtl
Hc
hf
. (12)
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Here, in analogy to [29], we account for the possibility that ﬁne-scale velocity, uf , and the coarse-scale
velocity, Uc, may be diﬀerent, which leads to
ΔTg = δCFLΔtl
Hc
hf
uf
Uc
, (13)
where the relationships between uf and Uc can be chosen accordingly to the problem considered and to the
variable of interest. A distinction between uf and Uc is particularly important in case of very heterogeneous
velocity ﬁeld (as in presence of channelized ﬂow). We assume that Uc = maxj〈u〉Ω¯j .200
Notice that, although the CFL criterion seems reasonable for transport, it does not explicitly account
for the coupling between ﬂow and transport processes. This might lead to contradictions when, for instance,
two ﬂuids with identical properties are considered: the global pressure ﬁeld has to be updated in accordance
with the CFL condition, whereas the transport of the ﬂuids has no eﬀect on the velocity. Therefore this
criterion should be complemented (or substituted) by a ﬂow-based condition.205
Pressure-gradient criterion
The pressure-gradient criterion is based on the observation that, when the ﬂuxes across the coarse cell
boundary are ﬁxed, the average velocity in the enclosed volume is constant. Therefore, changes in the pres-
sure force applied at the boundary indicate changes in the global ﬂow properties due to ﬂuid redistribution
in the cell. Deﬁning the eﬀective mobility of the volume, λΩ¯, as the coeﬃcient of proportionality between
the average velocity and the average pressure force,
〈u〉Ω¯ = λΩ¯〈∇p〉Ω¯, (14)
we have
0 = Δ〈u〉Ω¯ = ΔλΩ¯〈∇p〉Ω¯ + λΩ¯Δ〈∇p〉Ω¯, (15)
Then, the relative variation of the mobility can be approximated by the relative variation of the applied
pressure force ∣∣∣∣ΔλΩ¯λΩ¯
∣∣∣∣ ≈ |Δ〈∇p〉Ω¯||〈∇p〉Ω¯| , (16)
and the average pressure gradient in Ω¯ can be expressed as the ﬁne-scale pressure force applied at the coarse
cell boundary per unit volume,
〈∇p〉Ω¯ =
1
VΩ¯
∫
Ω¯
∇p dV = 1
VΩ¯
∮
∂Ω¯
pn dS. (17)
If the relative change in applied pressure force does not exceed a certain threshold value, i.e.,
|Δ〈∇p〉Ω¯|
|〈∇p〉Ω¯|
=
∣∣Δ ∮
∂Ω¯
pn dS
∣∣∣∣∮
∂Ω¯
pn dS
∣∣  δ∇p, (18)
the eﬀective mobility of the volume does not sensitively change; therefore, the global solution is updated
only when the threshold value, δ∇p, is overcome in at least one of the coarse cells.
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3.2. Complexity analysis
To simplify the analysis, we consider only the case of Darcy-scale ﬂow for which the costs are dominated
by the solution of the pressure equation. We assume that the cost of solving a linear system withN unknowns
is ζL = aN
α, where the prefactor a and the exponent α depends on the speciﬁc solver. For a direct solver,
we can assume a = 1 and α = 2; whereas for an iterative solver we might have a ≈ 50 and α ≈ 1.2 (which
corresponds to an optimal multigrid solver [30]). Following [31], the costs of the MsFV method can be
estimated as
ζMS = [nFNcaΥ
α + aNαc ] + aFNcΥ
α, (19)
where Υ is the upscaling factor which is related to the scale ratio, Υ ≈ −d = (Hc/hf )d (d is the dimension);210
Nc = Nf/Υ is the number of coarse or dual cells (which are assumed to be approximately the same since
Nc is large); and Nf is the number of ﬁne cells. The quantity in brackets refers to the construction of the
boundary conditions for the local problems: the ﬁrst term estimates the cost of constructing n basis and
correction functions, and F ≤ 1 is adaptivity factor, which expresses the fraction of the interpolators that is
updated at each time step or iteration [17, 18, 20, 19, 7]; the second term is the cost of the global problem.215
The last term on the right-hand side refers to the solution of local problems. Notice that we have applied
the same adaptivity factor F to the cost of the local problems as they can be solved only in the regions of
interest [20, 7, 8]. If an iterative solver is used n = (2d+1). However, when direct solvers are employed, it is
possible to store the factorization of the operator that can be reused for all basis and correction functions; in
this case n can be omitted (or equivalently we can assume n ≈ 1) as the cost of the factorization dominates220
the cost of computing the solutions. Notice that if the local problems are too large (e.g., Υ  105 as in case
of multiphysics simulations), the direct solver is not applicable and iterative solver should be used.
The local-global splitting allows us to adaptively update the boundary conditions, which reduces the
cost by a factor G−1 ≤ 1. Using the relationship Nc = Nf/Υ, we write
ζLG = aG
−1 (nFNfΥα−1 +Nαf Υ−α)+ aFNfΥα−1, (20)
where the coeﬃcient G−1 depends on the speciﬁc adaptive criterion and tolerance that are employed. For
G = 1 we recover the costs of the MsFV method.
The speed-up oﬀered by the spatiotemporal adaptivity with respect to the MsFV is
ζMS
ζLG
=
(
n+ F−1Nα−1f Υ
−2α+1
)
+ 1
G−1
(
n+ F−1Nα−1f Υ−2α+1
)
+ 1
, (21)
whereas the speed-up with respect to the ﬁne-scale solver is
ζL
ζLG
=
1
G−1
(
nFN1−αf Υα−1 +Υ−α
)
+ FN1−αf Υα−1
. (22)
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Figure 3: Comparison between the costs of the standard MsFV method, of the spatiotemporal-adaptive approach, and of
the ﬁne-scale solver: (a) speed-up of the spatiotemporal-adaptive algorithm with respect to the standard MsFV method;
(b) common logarithm of the speed-up of the spatiotemporal-adaptive algorithm with respect to the ﬁne-scale solver; (c) common
logarithm of the speed-up of the standard MsFV method with respect to the ﬁne-scale solver. We consider a three-dimensional
problem, d = 3, an iterative solver (a = 50, α = 1.2, n = 9), and the adaptivity factor F = 0.2.
The comparison between the costs of the standard MsFV method and the spatiotemporal-adaptive225
algorithm is presented in Fig. 3a together with the comparison of the multiscale approaches with ﬁne-scale
solver (Fig. 3b and 3c). We have assumed that an iterative solver is used (a = 50, α = 1.2, n = 9) to
solve a three-dimensional problem (d = 3) and that the adaptivity factor is F = 0.2 (see, e.g., [20]). To
estimate G we have used a simple criterion based on Eq. 12 with δCFL = 1, which yields G = Υ
1/d. The
spatiotemporal-adaptive algorithm is always faster than the standard MsFV (Fig. 3a) and for the limiting230
case G  1 and Υ  1 the speed-up is n + 1, which gives ζMS/ζLG = 10 for 3D problems. In comparison
to the ﬁne-scale solver, the spatiotemporal adaptivity leads to a faster algorithm for the whole range of
parameters (Fig. 3b), while the MsFV is slower for the largest values of Υ (at given Nf , Fig. 3c). Also,
a reasonable speed-up is achieved for a much wider region of the parameter space (compare Fig. 3b and 3c),
making it possible to choose the upscaling parameter Υ on the basis of accuracy considerations (e.g., for235
multiphysics applications [16]).
3.3. Self-correcting solution
The quality of multiscale solution is directly related to the quality of the interpolators (basis and cor-
rection functions) used to construct the global problem and to prolongate the solution back to the ﬁne grid.
In the MsFV method, the interpolators are computed by solving a set of problems localized on the dual
cells [18, 6, 21]. The localization is achieved by neglecting the transversal ﬂuxes across the boundary of the
dual cells [3]. This is usually a good approximation if the heterogeneity scale is much smaller than coarse
cell size (scale-separation hypothesis) or if the dual cell boundaries coincide with highly conductive channels
(e.g., fractures [14]). In other situations, this simple localization may be quite inaccurate and several strate-
13
gies have been proposed to iteratively improve the boundary conditions for basis and correction functions
by estimating the transversal ﬂuxes from some previous solution [32, 33, 34]. Using the deﬁnition of the
multiscale operator, M = [B(χAB)−1χ(I −AC) + C] (I is the identity matrix), this can be written as
xμbc = M−1r +
(
I −M−1A)xνbc = xνbc +M−1(r −Axνbc), (23)
where the index μ denotes the current iteration level, and ν the previous solution, xνbc, from which the
ﬂuxes across the boundary are estimated,
(
I −M−1A)xνbc. Using the solution at the previous iteration (i.e.
xνbc = x
μ−1
bc ) would lead to an unstable scheme and some stabilization procedures has to be applied, such as240
the Generalized Minimal Residual (GMRES) method [33] or smoothing [32]. Notice that, in contrast to the
GMRES-based approach that automatically guarantees a non-divergent scheme [35, 36], a suﬃciently large
number of steps is required if a smoother is employed.
In case of time-dependent problems, instead of iterating, we can use the local solution at the previous
time to estimate the ﬂuxes across the dual cell boundaries. The self-correcting scheme can be written in
a form similar to Eq. 23,
xTbc = M−1r +
(
I −M−1A)xt = xt +M−1(r −Axt), (24)
where xTbc denotes the solution (used to compute the boundary condition of the local problem on coarse
cells) at the new time step, and xt is the local solution at the previous time step. (The subscript T and t245
denote global and local time steps, respectively.) Analogously to Eq. 23, this scheme will be stable if xt is
smooth enough, that is if a suﬃcient number of local time steps are used between two global updates (i.e.,
G  1) because the local time stepping will act as a smoother. Notice that in this manner, the quality of
the multiscale solution is improved at no additional computation cost by using information from the local
solution, which is usually neglected in the standard MsFV method.250
However, similar to the iterative scheme in Eq. 23, the self-correcting scheme is only conditionally stable
and a minimum number of local time steps should be employed to stabilize the solution. As this number
is in general not known a-priori, we apply a criterion based on the detection of an exponential growth of
the magnitude of the ﬂux correction, cT =
∥∥(I −M−1A)xt∥∥. If the growth is faster than exponential with
time,
cT1 − cT2
cT2 − cT3 >
exp(T1 − T2)− 1
1− exp (T3 − T2) , T1 > T2 > T3, (25)
ﬂux are not corrected for the current time. This allows stabilizing the correction scheme and avoiding
divergence of the solution.
4. Numerical results
To test the advantages oﬀered by the spatiotemporal-adaptive scheme, we consider a set of typical
problems. First, we illustrate the performance of spatiotemporal adaptivity and self-correction in terms of255
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Figure 4: Logarithm of permeability ﬁelds of SPE10 top (left) and SPE10 bottom (right) layers.
accuracy and eﬃciency for Darcy-scale ﬂow problems in heterogeneous media; then, we present a multiphysics
application.
4.1. Darcy-scale ﬂow in heterogeneous formations
We consider a two-dimensional rectangular domain of size 220 m by 60 m, which is discretized into
220×60 ﬁne cells. The coarse grid contains 44×12 cells, which corresponds to an upscaling factor Υ = 52.260
A ﬁxed incoming ﬂux is speciﬁed at the left boundary while a constant pressure is assigned at the right
boundary. The top and the bottom boundaries are impermeable. We use quadratic relative permeabilities,
krβ = s
2
β ; an unfavorable viscosity ratio M = μ1/μ2 = 0.1; and a constant porosity φ = 0.1. Locally we
employ a sequential implicit scheme [18] (alternatively, a fully implicit approach may be employed), and for
the adaptive simulations we solve the global pressure system only at selected times, making global solution265
scheme similar to the IMplicit Pressure Explicit Saturation (IMPES) algorithm [37].
To study the performance of the spatiotemporal-adaptive strategy, we consider two heterogeneous per-
meability ﬁelds extracted from the 10th SPE comparative solution project (SPE10) [38], i.e., the top and
the bottom layers. The SPE10 top is characterized by a smoothly varying permeability ﬁeld (Fig. 4, left),
whereas the SPE10 bottom has a channelized permeability ﬁeld (Fig. 4, right) with long-correlation and270
high-contrast features, which are particularly challenging for multiscale solvers.
The saturation ﬁelds at 0.25 PVI (pore volume injected) obtained with the ﬁne-scale solver are shown
in Fig. 5a. We use these ﬁelds as references, sref , to evaluate the accuracy of the multiscale solutions. The
saturation ﬁelds obtained with the standard MsFV method (without adaptivity) are shown in Fig. 5b; in
these simulations, the multiscale global pressure system is updated and solved at every iteration of the275
sequentially implicit algorithm (in average about 3 iterations per time step). To highlight the saturation
distribution errors, which are hardly visible in Fig. 5, we plot the diﬀerence between the two saturation ﬁelds
(Fig. 5c). We can observe that errors are larger for the SPE10 bottom ﬁeld (Fig. 5, right) than for the SPE10
top ﬁeld (Fig. 5, left) due to the fact that the localization assumptions for interpolators are less accurate in
presence of permeability structures that are characterized by high contrasts and long correlations.280
To compare two time-dependent solutions we deﬁne the average L2-error for the saturation, which is
calculated as
ΔS =
1
T
∫ T
0
‖s(t)− sref(t)‖2 dt, (26)
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Figure 5: Saturation ﬁelds at PVI=0.25 for the SPE10 top (left) and SPE10 bottom (right) problems: (a) ﬁne-scale ref-
erence solution (FS); (b) standard MsFV solution (MS); (c) saturation diﬀerence between the standard MsFV solution (b)
and the reference (a); (d) saturation diﬀerence between spatiotemporal-adaptive algorithm with self-correction (LG) and the
reference (a).
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Figure 6: Global-local time step ratio, G, as a function of adaptive threshold for CFL (left) and gradient-based (right) criteria.
For SPE10 bottom problem the performance of the CFL-criteria becomes unpredictable for δCFL  0.7.
where T is the total time.
First we study the eﬃciency and the accuracy of the new algorithm with respect to the temporal adap-
tivity parameters δCFL and δ∇p. The eﬃciency of the adaptive algorithm directly depends on the time step
ratio, G. In Fig. 6, we plot G as a function of the adaptivity parameters δCFL and δ∇p. In general, relaxing
δCFL or δ∇p leads to larger values of G; however for SPE10 bottom problem, the CFL criterion does not285
guarantee a control on the eﬃciency for δCFL  0.7 (green dots in Fig. 6, left). This shows the advantages of
the gradient-based criterion, for which smooth and monotonic relationship between G and δ∇p is observed
for both problems (Fig. 6, right).
To highlight the error stemming from adaptivity, we plot the diﬀerence between the average saturation
error of the local-global algorithm and the average saturation error of the standard MsFV method, ΔSLG−290
ΔSMS (Fig. 7). For the SPE10 bottom ﬁeld the error generally increases with G, whereas for the SPE10
top ﬁeld the error initially decreases showing a moderate optimum around G = 3.7 (resp. G = 8.8), which
corresponds to δCFL = 0.5 (resp. δ∇p = 0.1). For both ﬁelds, the gradient-based criterion allows signiﬁcantly
larger values of G for the same accuracy (except few haphazard points in Fig. 7, right). This demonstrates
that the gradient-based criterion is more robust than the CFL criterion, and it is superior in detecting295
whether coarse-scale mobility changes require updating the boundary condition of the local problems.
In Fig. 8 we plot the L2-norm of the saturation error as a function of time (PVI). For SPE10 top
problem (Fig. 8, left), we observe that for δCFL = 0.5 or δ∇p = 0.1 the accuracy of the the spatiotemporal-
adaptive algorithm is roughly the same as the accuracy of the standard MsFV method, but the computational
costs are lower due to the reduced number of global updates. With the CFL criterion (δCFL = 0.5), the300
global solution is updated in average every G = 3.7 local time steps without substantial accuracy loss. The
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Figure 7: Diﬀerence between the average saturation errors, ΔSLG −ΔSMS, as a function of time step ratio, G, for SPE10 top
(left) and bottom (right) problems. (Notice that negative values correspond to a more accurate adaptive solution, whereas for
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Figure 9: Diﬀerence between the average saturation errors, ΔSLG −ΔSMS, as a function of time step ratio, G, for SPE10 top
(left) and bottom (right) problems. The gradient-based criterion is used. Blue points are obtained without self-correction (the
same as in Fig.7), orange points are obtained with self-correction employed together with stability criterion Eq. 25, and violet
points represents unrestricted self-correction (unstable for SPE10 bottom for G  30). (Negative values correspond to a more
accurate adaptive solution, whereas for positive values the standard MsFV algorithm is more accurate.)
gradient-based criterion is more eﬀective and for δ∇p = 0.1 we have a solution roughly as accurate as the
standard MsFV solution with one global update only every G = 8.8 local time steps. For the SPE10 bottom
problem (Fig. 8, right), the criteria δCFL = 0.5 and δ∇p = 0.1 allow updating the global solution every
G = 5.0 and G = 9.2 local time steps, respectively, with only a negligible deterioration of the solution.305
Next we study the performance of the self-correcting algorithm together with the gradient-based criterion.
For SPE10 top problem (Fig. 9, left), the self-correction yields a substantial accuracy improvement up to
the G ≈ 30. For very heterogeneous permeability ﬁelds, such as SPE10 bottom, the self-correcting scheme
leads to a considerable improvement of the solution even for larger vales of G; this permits to substantially
enhance the computational gain of the algorithm because the adaptive criterion can be relaxed (Fig. 9, right).310
This results from the improved localization assumptions used to deﬁne basis and correction functions. By
improving the localization assumptions across dual cells, the self-correcting scheme allows reducing the
multiscale approximation error, ms. However, the total error of the adaptive algorithm (with respect to the
ﬁne-scale reference) results from the combined eﬀects of the multiscale error and the error introduced by
adaptivity, ad. In presence of highly channelized ﬂow, the medium heterogeneity dominates the ﬂow (also in315
presence of multiple phases) and ms is large. Although the self-correcting scheme requires several local time
steps to ensure stability and may increase the adaptivity error, ad, it eﬀectively reduces the multiscale error,
ms, by using information about ﬂuxes across dual cells, which increases the overall coupling between the
global and the local scales. In case of channelized permeability, the heterogeneity structure of the medium
(which is constant in time) dictates the coupling between local and global scales, which is not sensitively320
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Figure 10: Evolution of time step ratio, G, with PVI for SPE10 top (left) and bottom (right) problems. Scenarios A and B
from Fig. 9 are demonstrated. The width of the bars indicates the coarse time-step interval in PVI, and the height indicates
the number of ﬁne-scale time steps in the coarse interval.
aﬀected by the phase distribution (which varies with time). Therefore, the reduction of the multiscale error
dominates the increase of the adaptive error related to a less frequent update of the boundary conditions.
Although for relatively simple cases (e.g., SPE10 top problem) the self-correcting scheme is stable for
all time step ratios, G, it may diverge for more challenging problems and the stability criterion, Eq. 25, has
to be employed. In the SPE10 bottom problem, for example, the scheme is stable only for G  30. The325
criterion in Eq. 25 provides a suﬃcient condition to stabilize the scheme for G < 30.
When the self-correcting scheme is used together with the adaptivity threshold δ∇p = 0.1 for SPE10
top problem, the ﬁnal saturation error decreases by more than 60% (scenario A in Fig. 9, left; see also
Fig. 5d and Fig. 8) while the ratio between time steps remains the same G = 8.8. On the other hand, if the
error of the standard MsFV algorithm is acceptable (scenario B in Fig. 9, left), the self-correcting scheme330
allows us to improve the eﬃciency by relaxing the adaptive criterion without accuracy loss: if δ∇p = 0.25 is
used together with the self-correction, approximately the same accuracy of the standard MsFV method is
obtained updating the global problem only every G = 26.3 local time steps (Fig. 8, left).
For the more challenging SPE10 bottom problem, the self-correcting scheme together with the gradient-
based criterion δ∇p = 0.1 gives a reduction of the saturation error around 45% (scenario A in Fig. 9, right;335
see also Fig. 5d and Fig. 8), while the ratio between global and local time steps only slightly decreases (G =
8.6). The self-correcting scheme substantially improves the accuracy of the solution, allowing very relaxed
adaptivity criteria (e.g., scenario B in Fig. 9, right; see also Fig. 8). Notice that in all simulations the
global-local time step ratio, G, is not constant but tends to increase with time (Fig. 10).
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Table 1: Pore geometry properties.
Domain size 88 mm × 114 mm
Mean obstacle size 0.6 mm
Number of obstacles 10 028
Number of cells 2 767 077
Permeability 10−8 m2
Porosity 68%
4.2. Multiphysics description of two-phase ﬂow340
We simulate the drainage of two ﬂuid pairs with two diﬀerent viscosity ratios: a favorable,M = μnw/μw =
3.0, and an unfavorable ratio, M = 0.2. We consider an idealized porous medium consisting of a rectangular
two-dimensional horizontal domain which is ﬁlled with impermeable circular obstacles (see Tab. 1 and [26]
for the details). The non-wetting phase is injected at constant velocity, uin = 10
−2 m/s, whereas a constant
pressure, pout = 0, is assigned at the outlet. The pore-scale Reynolds and capillary numbers resulting from345
the simulation parameters are Re ∼ 10−2 and Ca ∼ 10−1, respectively. The pore-scale simulations are
performed with a modiﬁed implementation of the open-source software package OpenFOAM [39].
The domain is discretized into a ﬁne grid consisting of about 3 millions cells (see Tab. 1), whereas the
auxiliary coarse grid has 7 × 8 nodes, which yields an upscaling factor Υ ≈ 5 · 104 and to a ratio between
coarse cell size and ﬁne cell size −1 = Hc/hf ≈ Υ1/d ≈ 2 · 102. The adaptive multiscale solution is350
compared with the reference pore-scale solution obtained by solving the same problem directly on the ﬁne
grid. Notice that, in addition to the localization assumption to compute the local interpolators, it is assumed
that the coarse-scale ﬂuxes depend only on the global pressure (Eq. 8); this hypothesis is justiﬁed in case
of suﬃciently large upscaling factors (see [16] for a detailed discussion).
First, we demonstrate the eﬀects of adaptivity on the accuracy of the solution. We employ the gradient-355
based criteria which has proved eﬀective and robust for Darcy-scale problems.
As it is expected that for unstable ﬂow regimes errors introduced by the localization might grow leading
to diﬀerent ﬂow distribution, we evaluate the quality of the multiscale solutions in a statistical sense rather
than in a deterministic (pointwise) sense (see also [8]). The transversally averaged saturation proﬁles are
plotted in Fig. 11 for diﬀerent values of the time-step ratio G, which result from diﬀerent adaptive parameters360
δ∇p. We observe that varying G mainly aﬀects the penetration depth. For the stable ﬂow regime (Fig. 11,
left) the penetration depth increases with G and the average proﬁle becomes more dispersed: adaptivity
slightly perturbs the front at the scale of coarse grid. For the unstable regime (Fig. 11, right) the situation
is reversed: the front advances more slowly for larger G. Due to viscosity diﬀerence, the ﬂuid velocity is
faster in the ﬁngers, but more frequent global updates are required to fully capture this eﬀects at the global365
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Figure 11: Dependency of the accuracy of the adaptive algorithm on global-local time step ratio G for the stable (M = 3, left)
and the unstable (M = 0.2, right) ﬂow regimes. The average saturation proﬁle in the front region is shown. The pore-scale
reference solution (FS) is shown in red, whereas the blue lines correspond to the results of the adaptive simulations (LG) for
the two extreme values of G employed (i.e., G = 102 and G = 103) whereas the gray lines correspond to intermediate values of
G. The arrows indicate the direction of growth of the time step ratio G.
scale; relaxing the adaptivity parameters reduces the degree of coupling at the global scale.
The results of the spatiotemporal-adaptive algorithm are compared with the reference solution in Fig. 12,
which shows the phase distributions and the average saturation proﬁles for the two viscosity ratios. We show
the results obtained with δ∇p = 0.1 for M = 3.0 and δ∇p = 0.2 for M = 0.2, which both correspond to
G ≈ 102. For favorable viscosity ratio (M = 3) the ﬂow is stable and the multiscale solution is in excellent370
agreement with the reference. In the unfavorable case (M = 0.2) the ﬂow becomes unstable and elongated
structures emerge in the ﬂuid distribution. The adaptive algorithm captures the transition to the unstable
regime and the average saturation proﬁle is very well reproduced. Notice that an exact (deterministic)
reproduction of the ﬂuid pattern is impossible in the unstable regime because small errors in the approximate
velocity ﬁeld are ampliﬁed with time; therefore, only a statistic reproduction of the ﬂow patterns is expected375
(see, e.g., [8]).
The comparison of the saturation proﬁles shows that the adaptive algorithm captures the main char-
acteristics of the ﬂow (e.g., penetration depth and variability). The results of the spatiotemporal-adaptive
algorithm have been obtained with a ratio between global and local time steps of about G ≈ 102, which can
substantially improve the eﬃciency of the multiscale approach in case of problems that involve a very large380
number of pores as it is expected in realistic three-dimensional applications.
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Figure 12: Comparison of the pore-scale reference solutions (FS) and the multiphysics adaptive solutions (LG). We have used
δ∇p = 0.1 for the stable ﬂow regime (M = 3.0, left); and δ∇p = 0.2 for the unstable ﬂow regime (M = 0.2, right). For both
cases the adaptive parameter yields a time-step ratio G ≈ 102.
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5. Conclusions
The standard MsFV formulation for time-dependent problems (typically Darcy-scale ﬂow and transport
in porous media) begins by splitting the problem into a pressure part and a transport part. The MsFV
method is then applied to the pressure equation, whereas the transport equation is solved separately. In this385
context the MsFV method is regarded as an eﬃcient algorithm to approximate the solution of an elliptic
problem. We have proposed a diﬀerent interpretation that relies on a local-global splitting in which the full
system of equations is solved locally. This formulation allows retaining the original level of coupling between
the diﬀerent equations and oﬀers several advantages.
This splitting provides great ﬂexibility in terms of spatiotemporal adaptivity and naturally allows using390
diﬀerent time steps for the global and the local problems as a direct consequence of the diﬀerent spatial
scales. To decide when the global problem has to be solved to update the boundary conditions of the local
problems, we employ adaptive criteria based on global quantities rather than on ﬁne-scale quantities as
routinely done the MsFV method. We have devised a criterion based on monitoring the relative changes of
the pressure force on coarse-cell boundaries to provide an estimate of coarse-scale mobility changes. This395
criterion allows employing considerably larger time steps for the global problem than for the local problems
without a substantial loss of accuracy.
A simple complexity analysis demonstrates a noticeable speed-up with respect to the standard MsFV
algorithm. In particular, the spatiotemporal adaptivity allows reducing the computational costs and keeping
the multiscale method eﬃcient with respect to iterative solvers in case of large upscaling factors. This is400
particularly important in case of local problems involving a large number of degrees of freedom as they can
be encountered in multiphysics applications, which cannot be handled eﬃciently by the standard MsFV
method (see also [31]).
The use of diﬀerent time steps for the local and global problems does not only permit to improve eﬃciency,
but also accuracy. We have devised a self-correcting algorithm that improves the quality of the solution405
by using information from the previous time to estimate the transversal ﬂuxes across dual-cell boundaries,
which are neglected to compute basis and correction functions in the MsFV method. As the local time steps
act as smoothing steps, this correction scheme is stable only if the number of local time steps per global
time step is suﬃciently large. To prevent the correction scheme from diverging, the ﬂux correction is applied
only if its norm grows slower than exponentially with time. This leads to a win-win situation: simulation410
results demonstrate that the spatiotemporal adaptivity with self-correction yields more accurate multiscale
solution at reduced computational costs.
The local-global splitting presented here gives new insight into the MsFV framework and enlarges the
domain of applicability of the method, which can be employed to solve an arbitrary system of conserva-
tion equations. As the local problems solve the full system of equations with an original level of cou-415
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pling, the method is particularly suited for diﬃcult problems such as unstable ﬂow [8]. Also, the proposed
spatiotemporal-adaptive framework is especially eﬀective for multiphysics problems in which relatively large
scale separation, and possibly the diﬀerent nature of equations, might lead to diﬀerent characteristic times.
The framework has great potential for modeling multiphase ﬂow in petroleum reservoirs [40] or during CO2
storage [41], for applications to geomechanical problems [42, 43], for simulations of in-situ combustion pro-420
cess [44] or reactive transport [45, 46, 47]. In all these examples the temporal scales exhibit a wide range
of variation, but standard splitting methods might prove inadequate because retaining a tight degree of
local coupling is crucial. A spatiotemporal-adaptive algorithm is also of great value for parallel computing
because it allows us to reduce the frequency at which information is exchanged among processors by reduc-
ing the frequency at which boundary conditions are updated. Finally, it might improve the performance of425
non-linear solvers since the size of the local sub-problems is reduced (see, e.g., [48]).
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Appendix A. Governing equations
We consider the ﬂow of two immiscible incompressible ﬂuids through a non-deformable porous medium.
For simplicity (but without loss of generality) we deal with horizontal two-dimensional domains, and we
neglect gravity.435
Appendix A.1. Two-phase ﬂow at the Darcy scale
The mass-balance equations for the two phases read
φ
∂sβ
∂t
+∇ · uβ = qβ , β = 1, 2, (A.1)
where φ is the porosity, sβ the phase saturation, qβ the source or sink term, and
uβ = −λβ∇p (A.2)
the Darcy velocity of the phase β. In Eq. A.2, p is the pressure (we neglect capillary eﬀects), λβ = krβk/μβ
the phase mobility, krβ the relative permeability, k the absolute permeability tensor, and μβ the viscosity
of the phase.
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Given the dependency of the relative permeability on the saturation, krβ = krβ(sβ), and the volume440
constraint s1 + s2 = 1, we have a complete system of equations for the unknown variables, p, s1, and s2.
We employ the pressure-saturation formulation. By summing up the two mass-balance equations,
Eq. A.1, we obtain the pressure equation
−∇ · (λt∇p) = qt, (A.3)
where λt = λ1 + λ2 is the total mobility, and qt = q1 + q2 the total source term. The fractional ﬂow
formulation is used for the saturation equation
φ
∂s
∂t
+∇ · (F (s)ut) = q, (A.4)
where s = s1, F (s) = λ1/λt, ut = u1 + u2, q = q1.
Appendix A.2. Pore-scale description of two-phase ﬂow
At the pore-scale, we use the whole-domain formulation (see, e.g., [24]), in which the two phases are
represented as a single ﬂuid with variable properties. The ﬂuid distribution is described by the phase445
indicator α, which is the volumetric fraction of the phase 1 and varies between 0 and 1.
The density, ρ, and the viscosity, μ, are functions of α (which is space dependent), i.e.,
ρ = αρ1 + (1− α)ρ2, μ = αμ1 + (1− α)μ2, (A.5)
where ρ1, ρ2, μ1, and μ2 are the constant densities and viscosities of the ﬂuids.
The surface force (per unit volume) that acts at the ﬂuid-ﬂuid interface is
f s ≈ γκ∇α, (A.6)
where γ is the surface tension, and κ = −∇ · n = ∇ · (∇α/|∇α|) the total curvature of the interface.
Finally, for pressure, p, velocity, u, and color function, α, we have the following system of equations
∇ · u = 0, (A.7)
∂ρu
∂t
= −∇p+∇ · μ (∇u+∇uT )+ γκ∇α, (A.8)
∂α
∂t
+∇ · (αu) = 0. (A.9)
(The non-linear term in momentum equation is neglected since we consider the ﬂow at low Reynolds number,450
see, e.g., [16] and references therein.)
At the solid boundary, ∂Ωs, the standard no-slip boundary condition is imposed for u and the normal to
the ﬂuid-ﬂuid interface is assigned as boundary condition to account for contact-angle eﬀects. The pore-scale
simulations are performed with a modiﬁed implementation of the OpenFOAM [39].
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